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SUMMARY
Some thermalized ions flowing slowly radially outward have sufficient energy to access
loss orbits which allow them to free stream out of the confined plasma region and become
ion orbit lost (IOL). Ions flowing in the counter-current (ctr-Ip) direction are more readily
lost, exerting a net torque on the ions in the co-current direction. A particle-momentum-
energy balance analysis, including the effects of IOL, was performed on three similar DIII-
D discharges. After the L-H transition, the intrinsic rotation due to IOL decreases for a
short time in the plasma edge near the separatrix. For 1 of the 3 discharges, there is a cor-
responding decrease in the measured carbon rotation in the edge. For all of the discharges,
the electromagnetic pinch velocity went from weakly inward in L-mode to strongly inward




As the global population continues to rise, the demand for a plentiful and efficient means
of generating power will only increase. The Paris Agreement [1] displays an international
effort to reduce global emissions and invest in alternative sources of carbon-free energy,
such as wind, solar, hydroelectric, geothermal, and nuclear. Unfortunately, wind and solar
power are not reliably generated, as they depend on the wind speed and time of day. Other
sources of clean energy produce little power relative to the demands of the global popula-
tion. The advantage of nuclear power is that it has the potential to generate large amounts
of energy, while also achieving extremely high energy density relative to other sources of
clean energy. This makes nuclear technology an attractive means of reaching the base load
power for the electrical grid. While energy generated from fission reactors is used commer-
cially today, fusion does not produce long lasting radionuclides, and its fuel can be found
in seawater, drastically increasing the total amount of fuel that can be found on Earth.
1.1 Fusion Basics
Nuclear energy is produced by fusion through the process of combining two low mass nu-
clei together. They interact with each other to produce a compound nucleus. The difference
between the mass of the reactants and products is converted into energy, and eventually,
heat. However, as two nuclei approach one another, the electric field between them exerts
a massive repulsive force, causing them to scatter rather than fuse. In most cases, there is
a minimum energy required for two nuclei to get close enough to fuse. This is known as
the Coulomb barrier. To achieve a high fusion reaction rate, the atoms must be heated to
a kinetic temperature in the KeV range, which is on the order of 10,000,000 K or greater.
Figure 1.1 [2] shows the reactivities of different fusion reactions as a function of energy,
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represented as temperature.
The reaction expected to be utilized in first generation fusion reactors is the D-T re-
action, combining a deuterium (D, H-2) and tritium (T, H-3) nucleus to produce a helium
nucleus and a neutron, as shown below.
D21 + T
3
1 → He42 + n10 + 17.6MeV
We can see from Fig. 1.1 that the D-T reaction possesses a significantly higher reac-
tivity relative to the D-D reaction, making it much more promising for power generation.
However, tritium is costly to produce relative to deuterium, and is also radioactive, posing
an unnecessary health risk to personnel. As a result, a D-D plasma is used to study the
physics, which can then be extrapolated to a D-T plasma in the future.
1.2 Magnetic Confinement Fusion
At temperatures on the order of KeV, this plasma cannot be confined by the walls of any
container, so the plasma is confined by magnetic fields. The leading confinement scheme
used today is called a “tokamak,” which consists of a toroidal magnetic field produced by
coils that encircle the plasma, as well as a poloidal magnetic field produced by a toroidal
current generated from ohmic heating coils. This produces a helical magnetic field, and the
ions and electrons spiral about the field lines. Figure 1.2 [2] shows a basic tokamak design.
A simple diagram of toroidal geometry is shown in Fig. 1.3. The poloidal field confines
the plasma against drift forces, whereas the toroidal field stabilizes the plasma against pinch
and kink instabilities. There is typically no radial magnetic field in a tokamak.
1.3 L-H Transition and The Edge Pedestal
After a certain amount of power has been injected into the plasma, it can transition from
a low confinement mode (L-mode) to a high confinement mode (H-mode). H-mode is
characterized by the outer 10% of the plasma exhibiting strong gradients in temperature
and density. This edge pedestal region contains a radially inward ”pinch” force. This is
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Figure 1.1: Reaction rates of interest
3
Figure 1.2: Tokamak schematic
Figure 1.3: Toroidal Geometry (r, θ, φ)
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due to primarily electromagnetic forces, which oppose the diffusive force that transports
the plasma radially outward. The steep gradients that form are called the transport barrier.
The physics that controls the behavior of the edge determines the confinement of the
plasma and its overall performance. The underlying physics that cause H-mode and the
formation of the edge pedestal are not fully understood. As a result, the edge pedestal is





Since the discovery H-mode[3], it has been associated with significantly increased energy
confinement times relative to L-mode, which is a critical aspect of plasma performance.
The H-mode has been observed to be associated with large gradients in plasma density,
temperature, and pressure, as well as with a deep negative well in the radial electric field
in the edge pedestal region. Although there are several theories regarding the cause of the
formation of H-mode (e.g. Refs. [4, 5, 6, 7]), the cause of H-mode is not fully understood
and remains a topic of intense research interest.
A particular interest in this thesis is the utilization of particle and momentum balance in
conjunction with energy conservation to determine the different effects of two non-diffusive
transport mechanisms, ion orbit loss and electromagnetic particle pinch, on particle trans-
port in the edge for L-mode and H-mode[8, 9, 10]. The purpose of this thesis is to ap-
ply these interpretations to measurements taken from three discharges in the DIII-D toka-
mak[11] just before and just after the L-H transition.
A previous analysis and particle-momentum-energy balance procedure for a DIII-D
discharge[12] was used to examine ion orbit loss and intrinsic rotation[12], thermal trans-
port[13], and particle transport[14] properties during the L-H transition pedestal evolution
phase of shot #118897. This analysis showed that the co-current intrinsic rotation, as well
as the ion orbit loss of both particles and energy decreased significantly in the very edge of
the plasma during the L-H transition, but then increased to the L-mode value in the edge
approximately 20 ms after the L-H transition. In addition, the radial particle pinch changed
from weakly outward in L-mode to strongly inward in H-mode. The purpose of this thesis
is to extend this L-H transition investigation to include two additional DIII-D discharges,
#118888 and #118890, and to repeat the analysis of #118897, but not including the evo-
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lution of the H-mode pedestal. Two time slices (bins) were selected for each discharge:
one in the late L-mode, and one in the early H-mode, to determine if these features are
characteristic of the L-H transition in general.
7
CHAPTER 3
MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS AND SHOT SELECTION
3.1 DIII-D Charge Exchange Recombination (CER) Spectroscopy System
Impurity (carbon) ion temperature, density, and velocity measurements were obtained from
a charge-exchange recombination (CER) spectroscopy system[15]. When the neutral beam
injection (NBI) systems inject high energy, neutral deuterium atoms into the plasma, they
can interact with the carbon impurities in the plasma, donating an electron and becoming
ionized. The now partially ionized and excited carbon atom emits a photon when the elec-
tron de-excites to the ground state. The emitted photon can then be measured and compared
with the energies that are characteristic of electron orbitals in carbon. Since the energy of
the injected deuterium atoms is known, the deviation of the measured photon spectrum
from the expected photon spectrum can be used to determine the density, temperature, and
velocity of the carbon ions[16].
Figure 3.1 shows a plan view of the CER system. There are two sets of edge viewing
chords that intersect the neutral beam lines. The point of intersection corresponds to the
spatial location of the measurements for each CER chord. The tangential chords measure
the toroidal velocity, and the vertical chords measure the poloidal velocity. Although this
diagram shows that main ion data can be obtained from the CER system, the discharges
for this work ocurred before the main ion chords were implemented, and therefore only the
impurity ion properties were measured.
3.2 Thompson Scattering Diagnostics System
Electron temperature and density measurements were made with the DIII-D multipoint
Thomson scattering (TS) system[18]. Lasers inject photons of a known energy into the
8
Figure 3.1: Diagram of the DIII-D CER system (Ref. [17]).
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Table 3.1: Parameters of selected discharges in L-mode.
Shot # #118897 #118888 #118890
Time Range 1510-1544 ms 1510-1544 ms 1500-1530 ms
Plasma Current 1.39 MA 1.38 MA 1.38 MA
Toroidal Field -1.99 T -2.00 T -2.00 T
Major Radius R 1.71 m 1.72 m 1.71 m
Minor Radius a 0.597 m 0.598 m 0.589 m
Table 3.2: Parameters of selected discharges in H-mode.
Shot # #118897 #118888 #118890
Time Range 1550-1569 ms 1555-1595 ms 1548-1575 ms
Plasma Current 1.39 MA 1.40 MA 1.39 MA
Toroidal Field -2.00 T -2.00 T -2.00 T
Major Radius R 1.71 m 1.72 m 1.72 m
Minor Radius a 0.597 m 0.597 m 0.588 m
plasma, and they are elastically scattered by plasma electrons. The photons are then col-
lected and their energy is measured and added to a histogram. The density of the electrons
is proportional to the intensity of the scattered photons, and the thermal velocity is deter-
mined from the amount of doppler broadening observed in the expected intensity peak. The
ion temperature and density are similarly measured by the CER system.
3.3 Shot Selection and Profile Fitting Procedure
Since the motivation for this thesis originated from an observation of discharge #118897[12],
the two shots to be analyzed were selected from a list of discharges performed on the same
day. Preference was given to shots exhibiting similar characteristics to #118897. The shots
chosen were #118888 and #118890. Parameters of shots #118897, #118888, and #118890
are shown in tables 3.1 and 3.2.
An objective of this work was to obtain data with fine time resolution of plasma pa-
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rameters in order to construct their time evolution across the L-H transition. This must be
done whilst maintaining the quality of the data by choosing time bins such that a sufficient
number of Thomson pulses and CER spectroscopy data points are included to allow an
accurate average. Experimentally measured quantities include electron density, electron
temperature, ion temperature, carbon density, carbon toroidal velocity, and carbon poloidal
velocity.
It was determined that the optimum balance between quality of the data and time resolu-
tion was to allow for 3 Thompson pulses and CER spectroscopy data points to be included
within each time bin. The data within a time bin was then averaged to produce a single data
set for each measured quantity that is representative of the plasma at the given time. Time
bins were selected to be just before the L-H transition (1525 ms, 1515 ms, and 1525 ms
for shots #118888, #118890, and #118897, respectively) and just after the transition (1570
ms, 1560 ms, and 1555 ms for shots #118888, #118890, and #118897, respectively). All
but one time bin had a time resolution under 34 ms. However, the phenomenon of interest
is the decrease in carbon toroidal velocity after the L-H transition, displayed in the right-
most box of Figs. 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. One can see that the velocity decreases after the L-H
transition, but then recovers in < 34 ms, which is included in the time averaging of the H-
mode time-slice, reducing the magnitude of this observation. The L-mode time bin for shot
#118888 was extended to 154 ms to avoid errors in the fitting algorithm. The profiles show
little variation over this time range, so this procedure is not considered a problem for the
L-mode analysis. Also, macroscopic parameters such as major radius, minor radius, neu-
tral beam injection (NBI) power, etc. did not require fitting, and were therefore measured
with a much smaller time bin (< 34 ms).
The data fitting procedure involved using a spline-fitted[19] pedestal profile of the car-
bon ion properties, and hyperbolic tangent fits[20] of the electron properties. The spline-
fitted profiles were automatically generated and manually tuned using spline knots. Af-
ter the profile fits were determined not to have superfluous structure, the ONETWO[21]
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code was run to calculate the heating and rotational effects of neutral beams on ions and
electrons, such as contributing to the source terms for fast and thermal ions, ion toroidal
momentum, and ion and electron energy.
Specialized scripts were used to calculate and extract data from the DIII-D MDSPlus
database at twenty-five radial locations in the edge plasma, ranging from ρ = 0.864 to
ρ = 1.0. The variables of interest include all properties previously mentioned as well as
their gradient scale lengths and time derivatives. They were then used as inputs in the
GTEDGE[22, 23] code for analysis.
Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 show the time dependent toroidal velocity from one CER
chord in the edge, and the Dα signal for each shot. The boxed areas are the time slices
for the L and H modes, respectively. The Dα signal was used to determine the time of
the L-H transition. The CER chords remain stationary, so their location relative to the
separatrix varies depending on the discharge and time. The location of the separatrix is
determined from the radial electron temperature profile, and therefore also varies. The
CER chords shown in Figs. 3.2-3.4 are located at ρ ≈ 0.98. Time dependent measurements
of the injected neutral beam power and the pedestal electron density and temperature can
be found in Appendix A. Radial profiles of densities and temperatures are found in the next
section.
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Figure 3.2: Time dependent experimental data for shot #118897. The upper panel is the
toroidal rotation at ρ ≈ 0.98 and the lower panel is the Dα signal from the lower divertor.
The leftmost box is the L-mode time-slice, and the rightmost box is the H-mode time-slice
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Figure 3.3: Time dependent experimental data for shot #118888. The upper panel is the
toroidal rotation at ρ ≈ 0.98 and the lower panel is the Dα signal from the lower divertor.
The leftmost box is the L-mode time-slice, and the rightmost box is the H-mode time-slice
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Figure 3.4: Time dependent experimental data for shot #118890. The upper panel is the
toroidal rotation at ρ ≈ 0.98 and the lower panel is the Dα signal from the lower divertor.




A “background” plasma must be modeled in order to obtain particle and heat fluxes cross-
ing the separatrix outward into the scrape-off-layer (SOL), neutral particle fluxes crossing
the separatrix inward to fuel the core plasma, and the distribution of neutral particles in the
plasma edge. This is necessary to develop particle and energy boundary conditions for the
core and edge of the plasma.
This background plasma is modeled using the interpretive code, GTEDGE[22, 23],
which inputs experimental data from the DIII-D MDSPlus database. GTEDGE calculates
recycling neutral particle densities and reaction rates in the plasma by utilizing a simple 2-D
coupled core-plasma-divertor/SOL-plasma-recycling/fueling-neutrals calculation. Power
and particle balances are solved in the core to determine power and particle fluxes into
the SOL. A 2-point model is used to solve for the plasma density and temperature at the
divertor plate and at the plasma outboard midplane. Recycling neutrals from the divertor
are input to a 2D neutral transport calculation (including charge-exchange neutral fluxes to
the wall and recycling neutrals from the divertor) to calculate the neutral flux inward across
the separatrix in the vicinity of the x-point and at the outboard midplane. A 1D neutrals
calculation attenuates the neutral flux into the plasma at these locations. Geometric and
operating parameters such as major and minor radius, plasma elongation and triangularity,
location of the x-point, magnetic field, plasma current, and strike point locations are used
to model the plasma and divertor regions.
GTEDGE approximates the elongated plasma as a circular plasma with elongation fac-
tor κ and an effective minor radius r̄ = r
√
(1 + κ)2/2 which conserves flux surface area.
The approximate circular representation of the magnetic flux surface geometry is described
by
16
R(r, θ) =R̄h(r, θ), Bθ,φ(r, θ) = B̄θ,φ/h(r, θ),
h(r, θ) = (1 + (r/R̄)cosθ). (4.1)
From the assumption of uniform current density, Ampere’s Law gives for the poloidal
magnetic flux enclosed by the flux surface at radius ρ ≡ r̄/ā











5.1 Density and Temperature
The electron density and temperature were measured with the Thomson scattering sys-
tem[18]. The tanh fitted electron density profiles displayed in Fig. 5.1 all show pedestal
formation following the L-H transition. The electron density edge pedestal location (the
point at which the profile changes from a flat top region to a steep gradient region) is about
ρ = 0.98 for shots #118897 and #118890, and ρ = 0.96 for shot #118888. However, the
edge pedestal location for electron temperature (shown in Fig. 5.2) is ρ ∼ 0.95 for all three
discharges.
The ion temperatures shown in Fig. 5.3 were measured with the CER system[15] and
fitted using a b-spline[19]. After the L-H transition, an increase in ion temperature through-
out the entire edge region is observed for all 3 shots. There is, however, little discernible
formation of separate flat top and steep gradient regions in the ion temperature just after
the L-H transition.
5.2 Velocity and Radial Electric Field Profiles
The experimental toroidal and poloidal rotation velocities were obtained using an edge
CER system of tangentially and vertically viewing chords[15]. These were measured for
C6+ impurity and then fit with a b-spline[19].
In L-mode, the toroidal rotation profile shown in Fig. 5.4 is relatively flat across the
entire edge region (ρ > 0.85) for all shots. The toroidal rotation for discharge #118897 is
greater in H-mode than in L-mode for ρ < 0.95, but drops significantly below its L-mode








































































































































Figure 5.4: Fitted experimental carbon toroidal rotation profiles
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the toroidal rotation is greater in H-mode than in L-mode throughout the edge region, but
decreases linearly with radius and drops just below its L-mode value at ρ = 0.99. For
ρ > 0.95 in discharge #118890, the H-mode toroidal velocity only slightly increases above
its L-mode value. The decrease in the carbon toroidal rotation in the edge after the L-
H transition is not consistent across discharges, but this may be due to a comparatively
coarse time resolution. Figures 3.2-3.4 explicitly show a decrease in the carbon toroidal
rotation at ρ ≈ 0.98, and a significant increase 10 ms later, for all three shots. The transient
decrease and increase in toroidal rotation is measured and averaged over the time-slice to
generate the radial profile of toroidal velocity. The time averaging of rotation data washes
out the effect of decreasing carbon toroidal rotation in the edge after the L-H transition.
Nevertheless, we aim to test the hypothesis that a reduction in ion orbit loss in the edge
after the L-H transition causes the transient drop in toroidal rotation after the L-H transition
shown in Figs. 3.2-3.4.
The carbon poloidal rotation velocity profiles shown in Fig. 5.5 exhibit somewhat simi-
lar structure to those of the toroidal rotation. The L-mode poloidal rotation profiles are more
or less flat and positive throughout the edge region. In all 3 cases, the H-mode poloidal ro-
tation decreases below its L-mode value for ρ < 0.92. Discharges #118888 and #118890
develop a well-like structure at ρ ≈ 0.97. The variation in profile shapes may be partially
related to averaging effects during the analysis procedure. (In this paper the sign conven-
tion regarding toroidal geometry follows the right hand rule convention. The direction of
the current (counter-clockwise looking down) is taken to be the positive toroidal direction.
Therefore, the positive poloidal direction is downward on the outboard midplane.)
The radial electric field is a quantity that can be inferred from a radial momentum
balance on carbon ions (indicated by subscript “k”), using the measured C6+ impurity













































































Figure 5.6: Experimental radial electric field calculated from carbon radial momentum
balance
In all 3 discharges, the radial electric field of Eq. (5.1) evaluated for C+6 and displayed
in Fig. 5.6, remains positive and relatively flat throughout the edge region in L-mode. Just
after the L-H transition, the radial electric field becomes negative in the outer edge and
forms a well-like structure. The well depth is about the same for all three discharges, but
the location varies by a few mm.
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CHAPTER 6
PARTICLE AND MOMENTUM TRANSPORT IN THE EDGE PEDESTAL
6.1 Ion Orbit Loss
Thermalized ions flowing slowly radially outward can access loss orbits which will carry
them quickly across the separatrix. For an ion with a given direction at a given point on
an internal flux surface Ψ0, the minimum energy for the kinetic loss across the separatrix
at a point Ψs can be calculated from the requirement for conservation of canonical angular
momentum, energy, and magnetic moment[24, 25, 26].
The conservation of canonical toroidal angular momentum[24, 27] for an ion introduced
at point “0” on an internal flux surface and traveling to point “S” on the separatrix is
RsmV‖,sfφ,s + eΨs = const = R0mV‖,0fφ,0 + eΨ0 (6.1)
where V‖ is the parallel velocity, fφ =
Bφ
|B| , R is the major radius, and Ψ is the flux surface
value. Combining the conservation of energy and of magnetic moment
1
2
m(V 2‖,s + V
2
⊥,s) + eφs = const =
1
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where φ is the electrostatic potential, which is derived from the measured radial electric
field, and ζ0 is the cosine of the initial guiding center velocity relative to the toroidal mag-


























for the minimum escape speed V0 = V0,min for a particle with initial poloidal location θ0
on an internal flux surface with initial direction cosine (relative to the toroidal Bφ) ζ0 to
escape across the separatrix at a poloidal location θs, provided that location “S” is chosen
to be on the last closed flux surface (LCFS). Note that since the particle species enters
Eq. (6.5) as e/m, V0,min is the same for deuterium (e/m = 1/2 = const) and for carbon
(e/m = 6/12 = 1/2 = const), but the minimum energy Emin = 12mV
2
0,min, is not the
same for carbon and deuterium.
This equation is solved on 24 internal flux surfaces, on each for 8 poloidal locations and
for 22 different initial direction cosines ζ0, and for 8 poloidal exit locations on the LCFS.
All ions with energy greater than Emin = 12mV
2
0,min (corresponding to speed V0,min) are
assumed to cross the LCFS. Half of these ions that are IOL out of the plasma are estimated
to exist on orbits that allow them to return to the plasma (Rloss = 0.5) without interacting
within the scrape off layer (SOL)[25] or striking the wall. Further details on how GTEDGE
distributes ion loss locations is covered in detail in Ref. [26].
Ions that travel in the direction opposite to the plasma current generally have a signifi-
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cantly smaller V0,min (are lost at lower energies) than ions at the same location with velocity
parallel to the plasma current. This is due to the fact that counter-current ions execute ba-
nana orbits that result in an outward radial excursion from the flux surface. This behavior
is most extreme when an ion is traveling antiparallel (ζ0 = 1 with Bφ and Iφ oppositely
directed, as with the shots analyzed in this paper) to the current, and decreases in severity
as ζ0 decreases. Figure 6.1 shows the lowest minimum energy for loss, Emin(ζ0, ρ0), for
any θ0 on two internal flux surfaces (note that the plasma current and toroidal magnetic
field are oppositely directed in these shots). The minimum energy for ion orbit loss from
an internal flux surface is somewhat lower in L-mode than in H-mode.
For all 3 discharges the minimum loss energy for ions is greater in H-mode than in
L-mode. This, combined with the observation that the ion temperature in the edge only
slightly increases after the L-H transition as shown in Fig. 5.3, results in a calculated re-
duction of IOL at the L-H transition. The difference between the minimum loss energies
of L-mode and H-mode in the ctr-current direction ζ0 > 0 is greater than in the co-current
direction ζ0 < 0. For all direction cosines in the very edge (ρ > 0.972), Emin is approxi-
mately an order of magnitude smaller than at ρ = 0.887. Emin falls within the distribution
of thermalized ions in the edge plasma, indicating that some ions are ion orbit lost.
Since V0,min decreases with radius, cumulative loss fractions can be defined that increase
with radius for the outflowing plasma ions. The cumulative loss fractions are Forb for
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Figure 6.1: Lowest Emin(ζ0, ρ0) for deuterium for all uniformly distributed launch loca-






















































where εmin(ρ0, ζ0) ≡ Emin(ρ0, ζ0)/kTion(ρ0) ≡ mV 20,min(ρ0, ζ0)/2kTion(ρ0) is the reduced
energy corresponding to the minimum velocity for which ion orbit loss is possible. Γ(n)
is the complete gamma function of order n, and Γ(n, x) = Γ(n) − γ(n, x), where γ(n, x)
is the incomplete gamma function of order n and argument x. An initially Maxwellian ion
distribution, but chopped off above V0,min, has been assumed for the purpose of evaluating
these velocity integrals.
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show semi-log plots of the cumulative particle and energy loss frac-
tions for all three discharges. After the L-H transition, the particle loss fraction increases
slightly for ρ < 0.95 due to the increase in ion temperature and radial electric field in H-
mode relative to L-mode, allowing for more ions to be lost. However, there is a decrease
from L-mode to H-mode in cumulative ion particle and energy loss for ρ > 0.95. Fig-
ure 6.1 shows that for ρ = 0.887, Emin is almost the same for L-mode and H-mode, but for
ρ = 0.972 Emin is significantly greater in H-mode than in L-mode. This explains why the
cumulative loss fractions show a slight increase for ρ < 0.95, but decrease for ρ > 0.95
after the L-H transition. For discharge #118890 the particle and energy loss fractions de-



























Figure 6.2: Ion orbit particle loss fractions Forb for deuterium (Rloss = 0.5)
equal at ρ = 0.994 due to the comparably small increases in Emin and ion temperature.
6.2 Intrinsic Rotation
The preferential ion orbit loss of counter-current ions relative to co-current ions produces
a net rotation of the remaining ions in the co-current (ζ0 < 0) direction. This intrinsic
co-current rotation V intrinφ arises from the ion orbit momentum loss and contributes to the




φ , where V
fluid
φ is the rotation
due to the momentum in the plasma fluid. This effect is most influential in the edge where
























Figure 6.3: Ion energy loss fractions for deuterium Eorb (Rloss = 0.5)
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determined using the cumulative net counter-current momentum loss fraction at that flux
surface. An expression for the intrinsic toroidal rotation in terms of net momentum loss via
IOL, Morb, is
































The intrinsic rotation is plotted for carbon and deuterium ions in Fig. 6.4. It exhibits a
peaking at about ρ ≈ 0.97 for deuterium ions and ρ ≈ 0.98 for carbon ions. The IOL of
primarily ctr-current ions increases with radius out to a point just inside the LCFS at which
most of the ctr-current ions have been lost and the co-current ions begin to be lost, resulting
in a peaking of the co-current intrinsic rotation. IOL is greater in L-mode than in H-mode,
resulting in a reduction of measured co-current rotation in H-mode relative to L-mode just
inside the separatrix. This effect is apparent in discharge #118897, less so in #118888,
and almost non-existant in #118890. This corresponds to the decrease in measured toroidal
rotation in Fig. 5.4 being easily observable in #118897, barely discernible in #118888, and
absent in #118890.
6.3 Radial Particle Flux
The flux surface averaged (FSA) ion particle continuity equation[10] in cylindrical geome-



































Figure 6.4: Deuterium and carbon intrinsic co-current toroidal rotation due to ion orbit loss
















where the plasma is in an assumed steady state ∂nj
∂t
= 0, and neno〈σν〉ion is the ionization
of recycling neutrals calculated in GTEDGE. Snb,j is the fast ion source rate from neutral
beams, which is calculated by the NBeams[28] code, f iolnb,j is the differential IOL fraction
for beam ions, and α = 2 if charge neutrality of lost ions is maintained through an inward
return current of thermalized plasma ions defined by Eq. (6.6) from the scrape-off layer.
Forb is the cumulative ion orbit loss for thermalized plasma ions. Subscript “j” refers to the













where Sn = neno〈σν〉ion + Snb,j(1 − αf iolnb,j) is the total source rate, r is an arbitrary
flux surface radius, and r0 is an innermost flux surface radius such that r0 < r. The first
term is the particle flux at r0 being attenuated as it propagates toward r. The second term





terms represent the outward flowing particles occupying a larger volume as they propagate
outward. In GTEDGE, the radii are expressed as normalized radii, where ρ0 = 0 and
ρ ≈ 0.864 in the core calculation, and ρ0 = 0.864 and ρ = 1 in the edge calculation.
To get the particle flux at r0, the source rate must be calculated from the NBeams[28]
deposition profile. We begin by balancing the total power injected into the core.
NBdep,n(ρ) =
(








where Pbeam is the neutral beam power injected into the plasma, Enbi is the average energy
of the neutral beams, ffrac(ρ) is the differential fraction of fast ions that have become
ion orbit lost before thermalizing, H(ρ) is the deposition profile from NBeams, VP is the
plasma volume, and fbn is the fraction of NBI power imparted to neutrals that are injected
as deuterium molecules containing n deuterium atoms. Depending on the energy of the
neutral beam injection system, some neutrals will be one deuterium atom of energy Enbi,
two atoms of energy Enbi/2 per deuterium, or three atoms of energy Enbi/3 per deuterium.
This needs to be calculated for n = 1, 2, and 3 and summed together to obtain a total
deposition profile. If we assume that the plasma is in a quasi-steady-state condition, then
this will provide the total source rate into the core, and therefore the total sink rate out of
the core, as neutrals do not penetrate far enough into the plasma.
Then the source rates must be multiplied by their respective volumes, summed together,







Now we have our boundary condition for the edge plasma radial particle flux at r0. This
method is performed throughout the entire plasma, meaning that the neutral beam source
is also calculated for the edge.
Figure 6.5 shows the radial particle flux for deuterium from Eq. (6.11). All the dis-
charges show similar behavior. The radial particle flux increases with ρ in the edge due
to ionization of recycling neutrals, but then peaks at ρ ' 0.98 and decreases due to ther-
malized ion orbit losses becoming larger than ionization in the edge region. After the L-H
transition, the ionization of neutrals increases strongly in the edge, and ion orbit loss de-
creases, resulting in an increase in the outward ion particle flux. In H-mode, the steep radial
gradient in both IOL and ionizing neutrals near the separatrix results in a steeper gradient in
the radial particle flux near the separatrix in H-mode relative to L-mode. For shot #118890,


































Figure 6.5: Deuterium Radial Particle Flux
to their similar neutral densities and particle loss fractions.
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CHAPTER 7
MOMENTUM TRANSPORT FREQUENCY AND THE PINCH DIFFUSION
EQUATION
7.1 Pinch Velocity
The toroidal component of the momentum balance equation for main ions can be writ-
ten[29]
njmj[(νj,k + νd,j)Vφ,j − νj,kVφ,k] = njejEAφ + njejBθVr,j +Mφ,j (7.1)
where j and k refer to deuterium and carbon respectively, and there is a similar equation with
the subscripts “j” and “k” interchanged for the impurity ions. EAφ is the induced toroidal
electromagnetic field, Mφ is momentum input via external sources such as neutral beams,
Bθ is the poloidal magnetic field, and νj,k is the collisional momentum transfer frequency
between species j and k. νd,j is the total toroidal angular momentum transfer frequency. It
represents the combined effects of processes such as viscosity, inertia, atomic physics and
anomalous processes.[30] νd,j = νvisc+νin+νatom. The flux surface averaged neo-classical
viscous toroidal torque is written 〈R2∇φ· ∇·∏〉 ' RnmνviscVφ, the inertial torque is
written 〈R2∇φ· ∇nm(−→V · )−→V 〉 ' RnmνinVφ, νatom = νcx + νion, and νvisc is a viscous
momentum exchange frequency, including neoclassical and turbulent processes. νcx and
νion are momentum transfer frequencies from charge exchange and ionization respectively.
Assuming that there is only one impurity ion species “k” with the same logarithmic














can be combined with the toroidal momentum balance Eq. (7.1) to obtain a constraint on






Vr,j − V pinchr,j
Dj
(7.3)












and the “pinch velocity” defined as
V pinchr,j ≡
[−Mφ,j − njejEAφ + njmj(νj,k + νd,j)(f−1p Vθ,j + Er/Bθ)− njmjνj,kVφ,k]
njejBθ
(7.5)
is the collection of normalized, mainly electromagnetic forces affecting particle transport,
where fp = BθBφ . The constraint of Eq. (7.3) on the main ion pressure gradient can be
rearranged into a form that clearly shows the diffusive and non-diffusive components of
the radial particle flux[30].



















The momentum transport frequencies νd,j and νj,k are significant to the calculation of
the diffusion coefficient and the pinch velocity. If both the carbon and deuterium rota-
tion velocities are measured, νd,j can be inferred by using the measured toroidal rotation
data and the calculated radial particle flux to solve Eq. (7.1) and the equivalent equation
with “j” and “k” interchanged for νd,j and νd,k. Since the deuterium rotation velocities are
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not measured for this discharge, as is now becoming possible,[31] the momentum transfer
frequency νd,j must be calculated from perturbation theory[29], as discussed below.
The toroidal momentum balance Eq. (7.1) for both species can be added together to







φ + ejBθΓr,j +Mφ,j) + (nkekE
A
φ + ekBθΓr,k +Mφ,k)− {njmjνd,j(Vφ,j − Vφ,k)}
(njmj + nkmk)Vφ,k
(7.7)
Since nj  nk & Γr,j  Γr,k, and the deuterium radial particle flux is the dominant term
in Eq. (7.7), it can be approximated that νd,j ≈ νeffd . In previous work[29] the difference
in toroidal velocities was set to zero (Vφ,j − Vφ,k = ∆Vφ = 0) to obtain a zeroth-order ap-
proximation of this effective momentum transport frequency. This was then used to obtain
a first-order approximation of ∆Vφ and νd,k.
In this paper, which takes into account intrinsic rotation, the zeroth order difference in
toroidal velocities of the two species is set equal to the difference between their respective
intrinsic rotations, (Vφ,j − Vφ,k)0 = (∆Vφ)0 ≈ V intrinφ,j − V intrinφ,k = ∆V intrinφ to obtain an
approximation of the deuterium momentum transfer frequency, as well as the deuterium
toroidal rotation. Setting νd,j = ν
eff
d and solving for νd,j results in
ν1d,j ≈ νd,j =
njejE
A
φ + ejBθΓr,j +Mφ,j + nkekE
A
φ + ekBθΓr,k +Mφ,k
(njmj + nkmk)Vφ,k + njmj∆V intrinφ
(7.8)
The inferred drag frequency, νd,j including IOL, is plotted for discharges #118897,
#118888 and #118890 in Fig. 7.1. The drag frequency of discharge #118897 becomes




































Figure 7.1: Deuterium Drag Frequencies
also shows an increased drag frequency in the edge after the L-H transition, but does not
exhibit a peaking behavior. This increase in drag frequency for ρ > 0.98 after the L-H
transition is consistent with the decrease in IOL and intrinsic rotation, and agrees with
previous work[12], However, the drag frequency for discharge #118890 decreases slightly
after the L-H transition throughout the edge region. This is likely because there is little to
no change in IOL or intrinsic rotation in shot #118890 after the L-H transition. This aspect
of the results requires further investigation.
The pinch velocity of Eq. (7.5) is also strongly dependent on the deuterium poloidal

































Figure 7.2: deuterium poloidal rotation profiles
perturbation estimate for the deuterium toroidal velocity.
Vθ,j =
[









Figure 7.2 shows the deuterium poloidal velocity for the three discharges. For all discharges
the deuterium poloidal velocity is similar in structure to the radial electric field profile
(Fig. 5.6). It remains relatively flat in L-mode. After the L-H transition, the poloidal
velocity becomes negative for ρ > 0.92, obtains a maximum negative value at ρ ≈ 0.965,
then increases above its L-mode value near the separatrix.
The pinch velocity of Eq. (7.5), which is a primarily electromagnetic component of the
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radial particle flux (i.e. a primarily electromagnetic normalized radial force), is shown in
Fig. 7.3. The main result of Fig. 7.3 is that the electromagnetic pinch velocity increases
from weakly inward in L-mode to strongly inward in H-mode for all three discharges.
Immediately after the L-H transition, a strong inward pinch develops for ρ > 0.95 for all 3
discharges. The decrease in intrinsic rotation for ρ > 0.94 in H-mode causes an increase in
the momentum transfer frequency, which, in conjunction with the increase in the deuterium
poloidal velocity, increases the magnitude of the pinch velocity. Despite all 3 discharges
having comparable radial electric field magnitudes, the pinch velocity of #118888 in H-
mode for ρ > 0.98 is 3 times larger in magnitude than it is for discharges #118897 and
#118890. This is likely due to the much larger calculated deuterium poloidal velocity in
H-mode for discharge #118888 (Fig. 7.2).
Figures 7.4 and 7.5 are plots of the main components contributing to the pinch velocity.
These plots show that the pinch velocity is primarily dependent on the Vθ term, the third
term of Eq. (7.5), whereas theEr term is responsible for structure in the V
pinch
r,j profiles. The
pinch velocity and its components have similar structure in the L-mode for all 3 discharges,
being slightly negative (inward) in the edge. After the L-H transition, the pinch velocity
of all 3 discharges increases in magnitude, and the radial derivative also increases strongly
with radius. Discharge #118888 is the greatest in magnitude because the deuterium poloidal
velocity is over 5 times greater in H-mode than the other 2 discharges.
7.2 Comparison with Previous Work
As discussed in the previous section, Eq. (7.7) was previously approximated by setting the
difference in toroidal velocities of the two ion species to zero (Vφ,j − Vφ,k = ∆Vφ = 0). In
this paper, the zeroth order difference in toroidal velocities of the two species is set equal
to the difference between their respective intrinsic rotations, (Vφ,j − Vφ,k)0 = (∆Vφ)0 ≈
V intrinφ,j −V intrinφ,k = ∆V intrinφ . The two perturbation methods have been compared with data






































































































Figure 7.5: Pinch Velocity Components (H-mode)
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The CER measured values of both the carbon (solid squares) and deuterium (empty circles)
are plotted in Fig. 7.6, along with the original perturbation theory estimate, V pertφ,j neglecting
IOL (solid circles) and the improved perturbation estimate taking IOL into account (solid
triangles). Clearly, taking IOL into account improves the perturbation estimate for 0.86 <
ρ < 0.97. We note that the measured and calculated Vφ,j diverge as they near the separatrix,
and the reason for this is not yet understood.
Figure 8 of Ref. [32] shows a similar comparison of measured and perturbation es-
timates of deuterium toroidal velocity. In the previous work, the perturbation estimate
deviates from the measured rotation, and the deviation increases with radius, as also shown
in Fig. 7.6 here. By including ion orbit loss in the estimate of ∆Vφ, we are able to more
accurately calculate the experimental deuterium velocity up to about ρ ≈ 0.955, at which
point it begins to deviate from the measured value. The deviation remains more accurate
with IOL included rather than without, until approximately ρ ≈ 0.975, at which point the
perturbation method results intersect, and inclusion of IOL no longer increases the accuracy
of the Vφ,j calculation. In fact, the accuracy is slightly decreased near the separatrix.
Discharge #149468 occurred in 2012, the year in which the deuterium diagnostic sys-
tem was implemented. There were very few edge chords during this experiment, and many
have been added since then. Also, the data analysis tools used for this discharge have
improved since. Therefore, there is a significant lack of spatial resolution and reliability
close to the separatrix. However, Ref. [33] shows that the improved CER measurements
of deuterium toroidal velocity agree with previous measurements. Therefore, while this
perturbation theory is an improvement for ρ < 0.95, the inclusion of intrinsic rotation is
not sufficient to calculate the difference between the carbon and deuterium velocities near
the separatrix.
Since the calculation of the pinch velocity from Eq. (7.5) largely depends on the drag
frequency Eq. (7.8), as well as the deuterium poloidal velocity Eq. (7.9), it is a concern that
the calculation of the pinch velocity is also not sufficient for ρ > 0.95 due to its reliance on
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Vφ,j exp Vφ,j pert Vφ,j IOL Vφ,k exp
Figure 7.6: Comparison of measured and perturbation estimates of deuterium toroidal ve-
locity in DIII-D shot #149468 (Measured Vφ,D is denoted by empty circles, the perturbation
theory estimate not including IOL by solid circles, the perturbation theory estimate includ-
ing IOL by solid triangles, and the measured Vφ,C by solid squares).
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terms that are calculated from perturbation theory[29]. Figure 7.7 shows a comparison of
the pinch velocity calculated using two different methods for DIII-D discharge #149468.
The pinch velocity calculated using measured values of Vφ,j is denoted by empty circles,
whereas the pinch velocity calculated using rotation velocities obtained via perturbation
theory[29] is denoted by solid triangles.
Figure 7.7 shows that the pinch velocity calculated from deuterium rotation obtained via
perturbation theory has an identical structure to that of the pinch velocity calculated from
experimental rotation data. The “perturbation” V pinchr,j is about 10m/s less than the “ex-
perimental” V pinchr,j everywhere in the edge plasma. What is interesting about this finding
is that for ρ > 0.95, although the perturbation estimate of the deuterium toroidal rotation
deviates from the measured value, the pinch velocity does not deviate. This is due to the
fact that the corresponding deviations in drag frequency νd,j and deuterium poloidal ve-
locity Vθ,j have opposing effects on the pinch velocity. The drag frequency increases in
magnitude, whereas the deuterium poloidal velocity decreases in magnitude. These terms
are multiplied together in the calculation of V pinchr,j in Eq. (7.5), mitigating one another’s
deviations from the value calculated from experimental data.
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V pinchr,j exp V
pinch
r,j pert
Figure 7.7: Comparison of Pinch Velocity (+ out, - in) calculations in DIII-D shot #149468
(V pinchr,j from measured deuterium rotation is denoted by empty circles, and V
pinch
r,j from




Two interesting new L-H phenomena have been examined in a series of DIII-D discharges.
1) The measured carbon co-I toroidal rotation for ρ < 0.94 was observed to increase at
the L-H transition, as expected, but the measured rotation velocity actually decreased for
ρ > 0.94. A particle-momentum-energy balance analysis shows that the preferential ion
orbit loss of ctr-I ions causes a co-I intrinsic rotation for ρ > 0.94 which is greater in L-
mode than in H-mode, thus causing the drop in total measured rotation for ρ > 0.94 at the
L-H transition. This is a short lived phenomena. Shortly afterward, the intrinsic rotation
and the total measured rotation are expected to increase above their L-mode values. 2) In
all of the three shots examined the electromagnetic pinch velocity required for momentum
conservation went from weakly inward in L-mode to strongly inward in H-mode for ρ >
0.96, consistent with improved particle confinement in H-mode being associated with larger
inward electromagnetic forces on the ions in H-mode compared to L-mode.
An ion orbit loss calculation was performed by combining canonical toroidal momen-
tum balance with conservation of energy and magnetic moment to derive a quadratic equa-
tion that can be solved to determine particle, energy, and momentum loss fractions. A
reduction in the particle and energy loss fractions for ρ > 0.9 after the L-H transition
indicates decreased ion orbit loss in the far edge in the H-mode relative to L-mode.
Ctr-current ions are preferentially lost, resulting in a co-current net intrinsic rotation.
The intrinsic rotation increases with radius until ρ ≈ 0.95, at which point co-current ions
are becoming lost, resulting in a peak in the intrinsic rotation. The peak in the intrinsic
rotation is greater in L-mode than in H-mode, consistent with greater IOL in L-mode.
The reduction in intrinsic rotation in H-mode causes the reduction in the measured carbon





TEMPORAL DATA FOR SELECTED DISCHARGES
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Figure A.1: Time dependent experimental data for shot #118897. The leftmost box is the
L-mode time-slice, and the rightmost box is the H-mode time-slice
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Figure A.2: Time dependent experimental data for shot #118888. The leftmost box is the
L-mode time-slice, and the rightmost box is the H-mode time-slice
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Figure A.3: Time dependent experimental data for shot #118890. The leftmost box is the
L-mode time-slice, and the rightmost box is the H-mode time-slice
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